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“Everyone Complains About
the Weather but Nobody
Does Anything about It”
Managing Project “Weather” with Constant, Credible, and Visible Monitoring of Project Teamwork
By Michael Doane

Part 1: A Legacy of Failure: The Dramatic, Traumatic, and Enduring
Disappointments of IT Software Projects

PROJECT FAILURE, most especially in the realm of enterprise applications, has been more
the rule than the exception for more than a quarter century. And with continually advancing technologies,
combined with increased software complexity and what appears to be a dwindling sense of client
responsibility across the spectrum of IT service providers, the situation is not improving, it is degrading.
I am an enterprise applications consultant with background in both implementation and postimplementation strategies. Over the past fifteen years, I have participated in dozens of research projects
regarding the best practices for project success. I have counseled both clients and systems integrators. I
am a veteran of dozens of mid and large-scale projects and yet, based upon my books and my experience,
I find I have been called upon to be an expert witness in enterprise application project litigation for the
seventh time in twelve years.
Clients engaging service providers and then ignoring them throughout the project. “Leaving it to the
experts.” Service providers spend more time selling additional services to a client than delivering the
already-contracted services. Clients fail to provide the project resource they have promised. Service
providers deliver minimal knowledge transfer. Projects go from the penthouse to the poorhouse to the
courthouse.
How did we get to this point?
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Estimates of the costs of failed projects vary wildly in accordance with various definitions of failure but
even the low-end estimates are not close to acceptable. The very lowest estimates fall into the $300B$500B lost range for the U.S. alone and the highest is pegged at a global $3 trillion.

The blame for project failure gets pretty evenly spread between client and their service providers.
Software vendors are largely off the hook as software failures are not seen as fatal to projects and are too
rare to make the blame board.
A partial list of clients sins in this regard:
1. Failure to provide sufficient management commitment. Commitment word that one can find
in a statement of word is far too often forgotten once the service providers have arrived to start
the project.
2. A failure of senior management to become educated to their expected role in a project. When
senior management “leaves it to the experts”, the client populous loses confidence very quickly.
3. Under-budgeting, which is usually the effect of short-term thinking in which cutting corners on
project work (especially around organizational change management and training) results in a
predictable failure of the project to yield any measurable business benefit.
4. Failure to assign quality staff to the project team and instead taking “whoever is available”
because of an unwillingness to back-fill key positions for the duration of the project.
5. Presuming that the core activity of the project is information technology and, by
consequence, failing to properly assign project responsibilities to business leaders.
A partial list of service provider sins in this regard:
1. A lack of agility characterized by an over-reliance upon project methodology at the cost of
listening to the client.
2. On the flip side, a failure to follow base disciplines included in the chosen methodology and
instead to “go cowboy” in improvising activities from week to week.
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3. A failure to provide anticipated knowledge transfer to client management, project team
members, and/or end users, thus leaving the client unable to maintain its software after go-live.
4. Unwarranted attention to “selling on” via scope growth, additional services, or additional
resource.
And while I have thus far mentioned that “software vendors are largely off the hook”, this observation
applies to litigation but not to brand damages. One prominent example is SAP, the largest provider of
enterprise software in the world. Both business and IT news outlets are regularly littered with headlines
about failed projects that include “SAP” in them when, in fact, those project failures proved to be the
responsibility of an SAP implementation partner such as IBM, Deloitte, Accenture, et al. and not SAP
itself which merely licensed the software.
A partial list of project sins co-committed by both the client and the service provider:
1. While project team members are aware of project over-runs for time & budget, there is a
collective silence as they delude themselves into believing that they will somehow catch up.
2. As relations between service providers and clients begin to fray, rifts are not reported to relevant
executive committees or quality assurance groups until they have reached a crisis stage.
3. Usually, via pressure from the client to keep project costs down, the Statement of Work and
consequent project plans will describe a project that is accelerated in an exaggerated fashion that
results in enormous risk and a project that, in all reality, commences both late and over budget.
In instances 1 and 2 above we find a serious lack of project visibility which is why, in all of the litigation
I have observed or participated in, we find that project sponsors, stakeholders, and senior management
from both sides of the aisle are taken by surprise by a situation that is already past remediation.
One might think that with all the improvements we have seen over the years in regard to project
methodology and project management that failure would be decreasing instead of increasing at a gallop.
But in the IT industry, it is nearly impossible to find anyone who doesn’t have a multiplicity of horror
stories to recount from a diversity of lived-through project failure.
To paraphrase Thomas Edison, “We have not failed, we have
just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.” And these 10,000
ways seem to have been boiled down into the project
methodologies and the classical project management
techniques that we have followed over the years. Hundreds of
books have been published on the subjects of project
leadership, project management, project disciplines and
methods and tips, not to mention the thousands of blog posts,
white papers, and the like that litter the Internet like oceans of
spam.
And still the projects fail. And still project managers pound their heads into their desks. And still a senior
vice president wants updated project status but really means “how late are we and how far over budget?”.
And with each failure we dig deeper into these methodologies, these tips, these blog posts. Without relief.
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While there are myriad variations on the “weekly status report”, they are still distressingly alike and
uniformly uninformative. For example, those that deploy red, yellow, and green lights as a shorthand way
of reporting upon the status of various project aspects tend to short-change readers by being a)
unsophisticated and simplistic and b) without sufficient mention of “cause” or, even better, “mitigation
plan”.
Increasingly “weekly status reports” are generated on PowerPoint and deploy bullet-points rather than full
sentences and, worse, do not include content that can serve as a foundation for project improvement. Here
are the common subject headings included in these reports:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adherence to time
Adherence to cost
Updated project plan
Scope discussions
Technical issues
Resource planning

What veterans of such projects have long observed is that there usually comes a time when members of
the service provider team meet up for dinner or drinks and find themselves collectively complaining about
the client team. They are not adhering to the project methodology or they have not provided the resource
they promised in the contract. Maybe the client management isn’t showing the commitment that was
expected. Maybe project scope is not being respected.
Quite often these complaints lead to bitterness. And what these disgruntled service providers may not
know is that in another restaurant or bar just down the street members of the client team have gathered to
complain about them. The service provider is not giving enough knowledge transfer or they are not
providing effective organizational change management. Maybe the service provider is not being flexible
when it comes to project planning.
On occasion, the two project managers will meet in an attempt to smooth things over but in the majority
of cases, such attempts are fleeting and inevitably unsuccessful. In such instances, the project weather
goes from rainy to a hurricane. Worse, that hurricane is not readily visible or reported upward to the
people who are paying for the project (CEO, CIO, et al) or to service provider senior management who
want a contented client and crave an excellent client reference and the promise of add-on or repeat
business.
Given these obvious failures over the years, I have frequently surveyed the marketplace in an effort to get
to the bottom of project failure. Among the elements I have succeeded in isolating are the project
performance attributes that each side (client and service provider) expect of each other. I have also served
as an expert witness in seven ERP project litigations (sometimes on behalf of clients suing their service
providers and other times on behalf of service providers being sued by their clients). This experience,
buttressed from the reading of thousands of pages of depositions from all project roles, has helped me to
confirm the survey findings. Collaboration, good will, active listening, a group spirit, teamwork are nearly
non-existent. And the whole time both the client and the service provider were staring at the project plan,
the budget, the issues list, the weekly status report…all while studiously avoiding each other.
Project methodologies, which first came to the fore in the mid 1970’s, are intended to apply disciplines,
standards, a clarity of roles, insight into process, and, at the center, a systematic plan that will encourage
collaboration but which relies upon active teamwork to succeed…
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…thus leading us back to that original quote- “Everyone Complains About the Weather but Nobody Does
Anything About It“ which, until now, has not been credited, as it should be to Charles Dudley Warner, a
friend of Mark Twain’s (and so of course Mark Twain gets the writing credit. Twain could, in absentia,
apply the Yogi Berra quote “I didn’t say everything I said.”)
The bottom line is that projects fail largely because too little attention is paid to project weather (i.e.
teamwork) while perpetuating and protecting a low level of stakeholder visibility.
Jim Spitze, Executive Director, CIO Leadership Program, Haas School of Business, University of
California Berkeley, lays it on the line:

"If the service provider and the client aren't working as
a team, cancel the project and save yourself a ton of
time, money and angst“

So, knowing what we know through the aforementioned research and experience, let’s tweak Twain a
twinge and say “Everyone complains about project teamwork but no one ever found a way to measure it.”
Until now.
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Part 2: Penthouse, Poorhouse, or Courthouse: Where Will Your Project Take
You?

ALL PROJECTS are prone to bad weather:
the mists of poor scope, the winds of deadline pressures,
the thunder of executive oversight, and the rains of team
disharmony. And while traditional project management
methods go a long way towards mitigating these
conditions, the terrible record of rampant project failure
described in part 1 of this series still remains.
In part 1 of this three-part article: A Legacy of Failure:
The Dramatic, Traumatic, and Enduring Disappointments of IT Software Projects, I described the depths,
the costs, and the causes of chronic project failure, but it must be recognized that there are degrees of
failure and we cannot hold all projects to a single standard. However, we can address the most neglected
aspects of all projects: a lack of teamwork between service providers and their clients.
The proper formation and management of efficient and (here’s the rub) harmonious project teams,
comprised of both client and service provider members, will have a greater influence on project success
or failure than the relative talent level of the project team members.
And while project success can be variously defined (from the low-brow “on-time, on-budget” to the
sublime “business benefit measured at the KPI level”) a collaborative project progression that is visible to
outside stakeholders is generally found to be the source of that success because collaboration and
openness provide the most effective protection from bad project “weather”.
Here are just some of the conditions that arise:
Methodology Heat Wave: Slavish devotion to a methodology can be worse than no methodology at all.
If the service provider lacks the agility to respond to changing project conditions by sticking too closely
to method, the project will suffer.
Methodology Ice Storm: Conversely, if the service provider and the client fail to follow the
methodology, they will get lost in the tall grass very quickly.
Client: “Consultant’s ‘cookie cutter’ approach led to a lack of business benefits”
Service Provider: “Client staff didn’t follow project method. Every day was like starting over.”
Foggy Knowledge Transfer: Does the service provider deliver it? Does the client come to receive it? I
have witnessed variations of this scenario:
Client: “We didn’t get sufficient knowledge transfer!”
Service Provider: “Your people never showed up for the scheduled sessions.”
or
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Client: “We’re not getting sufficient knowledge transfer!”
Service Provider: “If we take the time to show you how to do it, we’ll be late and over budget.”
Wind in Our Face and not at our Backs (Lack of Client Management Commitment): Client’s senior
management sees the project as IT-centric and fails to follow or adequately support its progress.
Service Provider: “We need you to talk up the project to your employees and let them know how
you support them in their efforts.”
Client: “We’re $15 million dollars committed.”
These are but four “weather” conditions that are not covered in weekly status reports or even the monthly
executive steering committee meetings. Instead they are ongoing sub-rosa arguments that chafe at team
harmony and, untreated, undermine success.
Here is a brief tour of the three basic project outcomes in which project weather is mostly sunny, cloudy
and rainy, or full-blown hurricane:

In “Penthouse” projects, client and service provider senior management have clear visibility of project
progress, maintain awareness of inter-team issues, and are able to exert executive influence to assure that
project team members are aware of their commitment.
At the same time, both client and service provider project members are constantly aware of their required
roles and what project behaviors are expected of them. Such awareness leads to collaboration and a joint
adherence to project methodology.
“Penthouse” projects also tend to have measurable goals, a high level of client ownership, and a project
plan that is heavily invested in organizational change management and post-implementation planning (the
latter of which does not appear in any of the leading systems integrator project methodologies and is thus
driven by clients rather than their service providers).
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“Poorhouse” projects are sad affairs that test the patience and good will of all team members while
creating havoc with career paths both among client and service provider project staff as well as client
stakeholders.
Such projects usually begin with sloppy plans that are 50% expertise-based and 50% optimism as clients
have the distinct tendency to under-budget and service providers have a matching tendency to knuckle
under rather than lose a potential client. Thus, by the end of the first few project weeks, it is already over
budget and late and will remain so to the very, often bitter, end.
In such projects, scope is elastic and elusive and a constant source of friction between clients and service
providers. There are myriad meetings to re-set planning, clarify scope, re-align project responsibilities,
and, in many cases, to craft a “project recovery plan”. In such an environment, especially when the
“project recovery plan, version 7.4” is issued, client and service provider collaboration is sorely tested and
the nervous systems of project members are frayed.
“Poorhouse” projects do not always totally fail to the point of abandonment. The majority are completed,
even if completion results in client disappointment over project benefits that were not realized and/or a
time lag and price tag far in excess of original plans, not to mention the erosion of client morale.
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“Courthouse” projects closely resemble “Poorhouse” projects but with one massive and glaring
distinction:
What moves a project from the “Poorhouse” category to the “Courthouse” is a critical lack of project
visibility for both client and service provider senior management.
George Bernard Shaw sums it up thusly:
“The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion that it has taken place.”
When a project is going badly, all project members, individually and collectively are highly aware of
what is amiss. In many cases, project managers harbor dim hopes that, as the project deadline nears,
things will fall into place, conflicts will be resolved, and the sun, just this once, will rise in the west.
One of the saddest aspects of the work of an expert witness for a failed IT software project is reading tales
of woe in various depositions and realizing how so much heartache and wasted money could have been
avoided if only people had spoken up about the reasons for the rift between the client team and the
service provider team.
The short answer as to why this does not take place:
1. Project members, both from the client side and the service provider side are given wrong or
incomplete criteria to report.
2. Project participants who are not part of project management have no channel available to
communicate project problems.
3. Project management tends to defensively deflect the dissemination of troubling project news.
This is often accompanied by the illusion that somehow they will make up for (check any that
apply):
the project is running late
the project is running over budget
the software is over-customized
testing reveals seven million three hundred thousand errors
user acceptance testing = users are throwing tomatoes
the one person who understands the blueprint just quit
the client team hates the service provider team
the service provider team hates the client team
 the project manager has another job offer and is thinking of jumping to it
Outside of that error count and, yeah, the tomatoes, every one of these situations has come up multiple
times in my project quality assurance exercises, project audits, and expert witness experiences and the key
takeaway is that:
•

In every instance, no one outside of the project team circle had any clear understanding that
any such project impediments existed or were as serious as they proved to be
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•

In every instance, project stakeholders (CEO, CIO, CFO, SVP at the client; Consulting
Director, Consulting Partner, Managing Partner at the service provider) state that “if I had
known about that, we would have done something to fix it”.


Thus, a project that ends up in litigation cannot be solely blamed upon project team members. Project
sponsors, steering committee members, and other more peripheral players must share in the blame. But to
what degree are the latter to blame when no viable or credible project visibility was provided? Further, no
matter how disciplined and refined a project status reporting process may be, we have long observed that
the content of project status reports fails to accurately characterize true project status.
When reading legal depositions, we “experts” tend to find that seemingly minor issues, left untreated,
bloomed into full-blown project crises months after they first appeared.

A number of conclusions can be drawn:

Our methodologies only go so far toward guiding successful projects.
They fail to cover "human" elements and do not measure "teamwork".

The information provided to steering committees is limited to what
the project managers want them to see.

Executive oversight is seriously hampered by a lack of project
visibility by project stakeholders, either through a lack of channel with
project management or the Sargent Schulz alibi.
While we can’t do anything about the latter, we can provide a solution that will help you say goodbye to
the heartache, the financial bruises, the bad nerves, and drama of abject project failure.
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Part 3: Mastering your “Project Weather”: the ProQ Solution

IN PART 1 of this three-part article, A Legacy of
Failure: The Dramatic, Traumatic, and Enduring
Disappointments of IT Software Projects, I described how
project failures have multiplied over the past twenty years
and that increased focus upon leadership and methodologies
has done little to stem the tide.
In part 2: Penthouse, Poorhouse, or Courthouse: Where
Will Your Project Take You? I revealed how interpersonal
relations amongst project team members are not sufficiently
monitored or visible and that the chronic lack of project
visibility on the part of senior management of both the
client and the service provider is a prime source of project
dysfunction. While the day-to-day project members may be
fully aware of the nature and severity of project problems, this information is seldom shared beyond that
immediate circle.
To overcome these failures, and with the inspiration of the aforementioned research, I have worked the
past few years with a number of bright and dedicated people to come up with ProQ, shorthand for project
quality, as the way for people to monitor project teamwork, forecast probable project weather, and, by
consequence, lend velocity to project progress. Given the time pressures that project leaders and members
are prone to, coupled with the lack of direct project contact on the part of senior stakeholders (those who
pay the bills and those who need a successful project completion), we have crafted a process that is:






Simple: 100% cloud-based and simply administered (2-3 minutes per week for reporting project
members)
Credible: including the insight of mulitple project members from their various points of view
Informative: via a numeric-based, color coded, trend-focused easy-to-read insider dashboard of
the “weather conditions” in which your project is being carried out.
Transparent: with actionable reporting for both the team and executive stakeholders

Inherent to the project problems detailed in the previous 2 segments of this article is:



Client project members frequently do not know what is expected of them in regard to project
teamwork
Service provider project members, focused upon project delivery, often neglect the “client
intimacy” aspects that promote teamwork.

As previously illustrated, these performance criteria are not covered in standard project management nor
properly addressed in project methodologies. Therefore, disciplined monitoring of adherence to these
performance criteria is required.
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Needed: A “Teamwork” Communications Channel
For years, we have had a variety of exercises and activities intended to improve project quality. Amongst
these are spot audits, quality assurance monitoring (third party or otherwise), project “triage” teams that
“parachute in” to solve knotty problems or, worse, cheerleading sessions from consulting firm senior
partners. The failure of these activities has become more and more evident as they have done little to stem
project disappointment while mostly adding to the “gritted teeth” factor of client-provider tension. There
are three key reasons for these failures:
1. The criteria used for project quality assurance echoes the agenda of most weekly and monthly
project control or status meetings, which, as evidenced in parts 1 and 2 of this white paper, are off
the mark when it comes to uncovering project friction.
2. They are conducted periodically throughout a project rather than frequently, relying on “gates” or
“milestones” as points of review even though projects can go seriously wrong in the parentheses
between these gates or milestones.
3. Not all project constituents are given voice in the course of quality assurance style exercises.
Quality assurance people tend to interrogate project management, sponsors, and key client
stakeholders but do not have contact with basic client project members or service provider
consultants. Even if they did, such project members may not be comfortable in expressing
themselves regarding project problems.
At ProQ, we recognize that what is needed is a channel by which collective and anonymous input
regarding project performance that affects teamwork could be shared between client project members and
service providers and that such sharing should necessarily be at a weekly level.
The overall solution that we propose is encapsulated herein:
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Key to the efficacy of this process in promoting project teamwork to lend impetus toward success is the
choice of performance criteria that are rated.
Client Performance Criteria Directly Affecting Project “Weather”

There are two client performance criteria categories that are of prime importance to service providers and
thus need to be monitored: client ownership and expertise.
Client Ownership:
I once had a prospect for a consulting gig and in the course of an interview with the CEO, I asked him
how committed he was to the upcoming project and how he might demonstrate that commitment to his
employee body. His reply was, “I am $24 million dollars committed.” I’m not stupid. He had to hire
someone else to board his sinking ship.
Client ownership of a project is more than the provision of some office space for consultants and a budget
to feed them. Senior management commitment and demonstrable sponsorship send positive messaging to
both the client employees (“hey, they’re taking this seriously”) and the service provider team (“they’ll be
watching our performance from on high”).
No single person at a client site can provide complete ownership. It is a combination of senior
management commitment, a client project team dedicated to working in harmony with a service provider,
and a general understanding that they will collectively inherit project results –positive or negative- over
the long term. And while taking client ownership of a project can be difficult for even project-savvy
clients, it has long been recognized as one of the two most important characteristics, along with positive
teamwork, of a successful project. It just happens to be too rarely present.
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Expertise:
In addition to taking ownership of the endeavors, clients are required to bring an appropriate level of
collaborative expertise to the table.
For example, while a project execution methodology will generally be deployed by the service provider, it
is incumbent upon the client project team to adhere to it rather than to proceed down a meandering project
pathway. Further, while service providers are usually required to provide multiple levels of knowledge
transfer (to client senior executives, to project team members, and to end users), clients at all three levels
need to actively participate in knowledge transfer activities or risk losing the opportunity to gain the
knowledge needed for post-project independence and competence.
In tandem with knowledge transfer is the client’s participation in actual project delivery, including the
creation of key documents and other artifacts (deliverables). This participation enhances knowledge
transfer (learn by doing) and helps to ensure sufficient client autonomy once the service provider has left
the scene.
The ability of people to work cohesively with others is as much a skill as it is a cultural attribute. This is
all the more important for client staff welcoming a project team from the outside. Client staff starts out
with a few obvious disadvantages in that they may have little or no prior project experience, are not
attuned to following a project methodology, and probably have difficulty envisioning how their career
paths will be altered by the end of the project. The consultants have no such anxieties.

Service Provider Performance Criteria Directly Affecting Project “Weather”

There are two service provider performance criteria categories that are of prime importance to clients and
thus need to be monitored: client intimacy and expertise.
Client Intimacy:
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I once worked in a less-than-mediocre consulting firm for which I built a proposal of services template
that required the user to diligently fill in a client company name wherever [enter client name here]
appeared. One of my many disappointing colleagues was a prima donna salesman who was quite
demanding of his peers. When he requested it, I delivered the template and attempted to repeat written
instructions on how to use it over the phone. “I know what I’m doing,” he informed me one second before
hanging up.
The proposal was drafted. Red-lined. Refined. Submitted. The client ended up hiring us but their senior
VP of IT took great amusement in pointing out the final paragraph of the proposal which read:
Why Our Firm is Uniquely Positioned to Help You
We feel that our firm is in a unique position to help you [enter client name here] because of our
understanding of your distinct business profile and ambitions.

There is little that clients like less in a service provider than a cookie-cutter approach to their very unique
needs and it is incumbent upon service providers to do more than demonstrate a level of client intimacy in
the following ways:

Successful fulfillment of these criteria will greatly enhance project harmony as well as project velocity.
Expertise:
Service provider expertise, and preferably one grounded in deep experience, is a prerequisite to project
success. While it is acceptable and understandable that at the onset of a project, a client will be lacking in
expertise, it is equally unacceptable for the service provider to be in such a state.
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In the course of my many studies of project best practices, a number of very clear messages have
emerged, one of which is that, in the long run, clients reach out for service providers for two very distinct
reasons:
1. They need help with a product/software with which they are unfamiliar
2. They do not possess a project methodology and/or are not versed in using one
Unsurprisingly, therefore, the proper deployment of project methodology is included in the list below as
failures to provide a required level of expertise and/or the neglect or misuse of project methodology are
the two most frequent sins cited by clients giving poor performance ratings to service providers.

The Weekly Pulse Check
Weekly = Frequent. Pulse = Brief but Informative. Check = not a Test; not an Inventory; just Checking
In.
One of the weaknesses of standard quality assurance methods is the infrequency with which reviewers
intervene. When it comes to reviewing project performance across the types of criteria included in ProQ,
respondents need to provide their input frequently and close to the time-frame they are reporting.
Below is a sample of the table provided by which teams define their Weekly Pulse Check cycle. In this
case, an email invitation/reminder to complete the Weekly Pulse Check will be sent to each of eight
designated respondents at 10 AM PST each Thursday. Respondents should complete this Weekly Pulse
Check by no later than the next Tuesday evening at 9 PM PST. Our observation of usage is that roughly
one third of all respondents complete their input before Monday and the remainder do so on either
Monday or Tuesday. Some clients launch the cycle on Friday. Many close the cycle on Monday. It is
entirely up to them to determine the best possible start and stop.
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Users uniformly report that they spend about two minutes a week completing their Weekly Pulse Check as
they are rating each of eight criteria on a defined scale of one to ten by dragging either a forefinger (on a
smart phone) or a cursor (on a laptop) across a field of ten color-coded stars before taking on the
enormous burden of pressing on
. Not at all tedious and clearly not heavy lifting.

Actually, respondents complete an eight-criteria weekly pulse check for each of the activated project subphases that are in progress as performance ratings need to be done in context. Experience has taught us
that the vast majority of time two concurrent sub-phases will be active as in the preceding example of
Phase 1: Project Launch, where there are two distinct sub-phases being reported: “Solution Parameters
Review” and “Team Initiation & Scope Confirmation”.
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There are two over-riding imperatives for the successful completion of a Weekly Pulse Check. While it
truly is easily accomplished, it is important for respondents to provide thoughtful input, which means not
just scoring all criteria the same (e.g. all 10 or all 2) or, worse, going Christmas tree on us (1 2 3 4 5 6 5 4
3 2 1). It is also important for all eight respondents to complete their Weekly Pulse Checks on time so that
100% participation is assured. As we see it, failure to take the two minutes to complete this “chore” is an
overt sign of poor teamwork.
So, How’s the Project Going?
The three most frequents questions asked of project
managers are a) how are we relative to the budget?
b) how are we relative to the time-frame? and c)
how’s the project going?
The vast majority of project managers can answer
questions a and b with confidence as time and cost
tracking are integral parts of project management,
and for good reason as these are the two most “hot
button” questions coming from management.
But how does one answer “how’s the project
going?” A proper answer requires us to consider the
context of whoever is posing that question and then to craft a response that will hopefully include factual
support of an opinion and promote a true understanding of the actual project status. But here is what most
answers come to:
“Uh, it’s going great. Got a few challenges, for sure. Running behind on a few things, but we’re getting
there.”
“How’s the project going?”, when analyzed, tends to mean:
Are we making satisfactory progress + is the service provider/client team doing its job + are there any
burning issues in our way + do you need my intervention (please say no) + if things are going wrong,
who’s to blame + [enter employee name]
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Projects can be complex and making sense of “how they are going” is seldom easily accomplished. For
that reason, I am not fond of the “stoplight” method of project status reporting by which a variety of
project “subjects” are assigned a red light, a green light, or a yellow light. When I see a yellow light, I
always wonder, “Is that a deep amber or is it a lemon yellow status?” Do green lights really mean that all
is glowing in that area? In short, the “stoplight” method professes clarity while its lack of nuance
undermines its credibility.
To address all manner of queries as to how “how is the project going” with a credible, clear, and yet
sufficiently nuanced response, ProQ offers a Pulse Analysis dashboard which is updated at the conclusion
of each Weekly Pulse Check cycle.
I will not be offering a full tour of the tool in this white paper. Merely a few “splash” examples to
illustrate how it will provide “at a glance” valid answers to a variety of “how’s it going questions”.
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Splash 1: The Over-all Point of View

The “Project Pulse” is derived from respondent ratings from both the client team members and the service
provider team members. It is only marginally reliable as an overall barometer of project “weather”
because it can be the result of the “one foot in the freezer and one foot in the fire” statistical results. Note
that the clients’ rating of the project performance for the Service Provider clocks in at marginally better
than “challenged” while the service provider respondents rate the client project performance as “first
rate”.
How’s the Project Going? Over-all, it’s going well but there are some concerns about the service
provider performance.
Splash 2: What’s Right and What’s Wrong
So how about that service provider performance? Here are results for the most recent 5 weeks:
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It does not take sophisticated business intelligence assets to comprehend the service provider performance
across eight distinct criteria. Using the color coding as well the 10 point rating scale, one can, at a squint,
clearly see that the service provider is under-performing for “Industry Focus” as well as “Organizational
Change Management/Post-Implementation Planning”. One can also observe that the service provider has
been chronically challenged in the realm of “Timely Delivery”.
How’s the Project Going? Service provider performance in these three areas needs improvement for the
project to get back onto a successful path. Chronic under-performance will slow down progress even
beyond the existing problem of timely delivery. While these performance short-falls are not of the “hair
on fire” variety, the service provider should feel obligated to address them and propose ways in which to
overcome them.
Such results are not uncommon and the most frequent benefit of using the ProQ monitoring method is the
provision of “early warning detection” like what you see in this example. Without ProQ, performance
weaknesses may not be detected until much later in the project when it is too late to avoid serious
ramifications. ProQ promotes pro-active visibility.
Last Word:
If you are experienced in project management at any level, the notion of keeping track of “project
weather” isn’t really all that new to you. You may well follow proven practices such as management-bywalking-around, brown bag or town hall meetings, and a constant read of client-service provider moods.
We are not suggesting that these positive exercises be dropped. On the contrary, we believe that they
should be refined.
Consider this. With intelligence from ProQ, your lunch meeting with one or more of your project
collaborators is far less about project discovery and far more about project resolution. ProQ covers
discovery in advance.
Further, ProQ includes input from eight points of view with credibility enhanced by individual anonymity.
A number of project managers have told me that they’ve traditionally kept criteria like that used in ProQ
“in the back of my mind as the project moves forward” and that ProQ “formalizes the process of
observation”.
Such formalization, including the weekly reminder to project members of what levels of project
performance are expected of them, invariably leads to a more harmonious project and such projects tend
to a) go faster and b) provide higher levels of client and service provider satisfaction.
To be sure [insert reader name here], ProQ will do wonders to help you avoid the Poorhouse project as
well as the Courthouse project.
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